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Editorial
In this issue we bring you two articles from Stragglers who have moved
out of the area. Whilst one is only a short distance away in Ascot (Peter
Kennedy), the other now resides in Norfolk.
Both have recently taken on interesting, and lengthy, challenges, one
on foot and the other on water.
I’m always keen to hear about what those of you who no longer live
locally but retain club links are doing, so please do get in touch if you
have a story to share.
May I also remind you that membership renewal is due. See the
Stragglers homepage for everything you need to know about all that.
This issue is early for the month so as to include a list of people
running the London Marathon, so those of us planning to go and
support know who to look out for. The next Stragmag will be with you
at the end of May. Deadline for contributions is Thursday May 26.
Thank you to everyone who has sent me stuff for this issue and to Dave
and Steve for their behind-the-scenes assistance.

Simon Webb

Stragmag@stragglers.org
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Stragglers News…
Congratulations to Neil Carrington (3 hours 37) and Peter Wedderburn
(4:10) who recently completed the Manchester Marathon. By the time
this Stragmag is available to read a number of Stragglers will have also
taken on the Brighton Marathon and we hope you achieved what you
were hoping for.
The Stragglers Marathon Party returns on Sunday 24 April, at the
Wych Elm pub in Kingston from 6:30 pm with food served from 7.00pm.
All are welcome whether you’ve run or supported London that day,
taken on another marathon, or just fancy socialising with other
Stragglers.
This month sees the return of the Junior Handicap – now under its new
name of the Stragglers and Ranelagh Junior Running Group.
Dates and info can be found in this issue and also at
www.stragglers.org.
Green Belt Relay - Peter Wedderburn would still like a few more
names, especially in case of last minute withdrawals.
The Welsh Castles men’s team also needs injury cover. Please contact
Malcolm Davies if you can help.
The 2016 Stragglers AGM will take place on Thursday 7th July at 9 pm
in the Hawker Centre. The website, Stragmail and Stragmag will have
further info on this in the coming weeks.
The Hawker Centre - will be used as a polling station at the upcoming
elections. No food will be available after our runs on Thurs 5th May and
Thurs 23rd June 23. Showers and changing is unaffected, and we will
head to the New Inn by Ham Common after the usual runs.
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London Marathon - who to look out for…

Here’s a list of people who will be running this year’s Virgin
Money London Marathon. I hope I’ve not missed anyone, but if
you know of someone who should have been included please email
Stragmag@stragglers.org and I’ll post an updated list on the
Stragg’s Facebook page the day before the race if necessary.
Time predictions are merely a guide so the rest of us know roughly
when to look out for you.









Paul Cheetham: 2:35
Olly Bowers: 2:45
Crispin Allen: sub 3
Roy Reeder sub 3
Ian Johnson: 3 hours
Kevin Price: sub 3:14
Nick Rowe: 3:15
Andrew Lane: 3:15 to 3:20 – will be running in Wymondham AC
purple
 Dan Greenslade: 3:20
 Malcolm Davies: his PB is 3:50-something and he says he’s
aiming to break that, Stragmag believes he will be much quicker
than this.
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 Dave Sayers: 3:30 to 3:40, will be running in British Heart
Foundation red
 Adrian Davies (son of Phil): sub 4 hours
 Sophie Rees: hoping to break 4 hours
 Jacquie Sinclair: around 4 hours
 Kathy Haynes: sub 5 hours
Others
 Antony Jackson: says he is pacing his brother and might drop out
at half way. Will be running in a Sittingbourne vest, so if he
under-performs we can say he’s nothing to do with us!
Estimates unknown
 Pedro DasGupta
 Stephen Penpraze

Our post spring marathon party is on the evening of Sunday 24
April at the Wych Elm, starting at 6.30pm
This is a great opportunity for all of the Stragglers who have run
Brighton, Manchester, London or any other spring marathon to get
together and relive their races. It’s also open to everyone else and a
great opportunity to catch up on epic race tales. As this is the day of the
London Marathon it’s all very fresh and a great evening.
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Top tips for runners…
Whether it’s for an event or to prepare for a longer run
1) It is never too late to get those last minute niggles checked and
treated. Don't leave it to the day
before. It will not only put your
mind at rest but could be the
difference between running,
walking or crawling across the
finish line on the day. It can be
as simple as performing a gentle
stretch routine targeting your
buttock muscles, hamstrings,
hip flexors and calf muscles to
keep your body flexible so don't
delay and start stretching today.
2) Hopefully you have tried and tested different food and drink
products and found the ones that suit you. Stick with the ones
that work for YOU and do not change them now in the lead up to
the run as this can cause all sorts of problems on the day.
3) Stick to your guns and don't start off too quickly. It is very
tempting to get carried away with your high adrenaline levels
and the cheering crowds, but follow your timings and goals you
have set in the lead up to the event. If you are just running
without any set goals then see on the day how you feel, start off
at a steady pace with enough in reserve to be able to save
yourself for when the going gets tough.
4) Be prepared. Plan what you want to wear and run in and plan for
all eventualities as the English weather is very unpredictable.
You will know by now if you always feel the cold when running or
whether you get extremely hot whatever the weather. Have
everything ready the night before so there is no last minute
panic.
5) You have done all the hard work, your longest runs and worked
out what works and doesn't work for you. Taper your training
and don't over-do it. Top-end fitness only reduces after 3 weeks of
no exercise so do not need to overload your training. Even if you
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don't feel ready or prepared, do not panic, keep to your training
plan, eat and drink well, and look after your body with
stretches/treatment and just take in every single second of the
run day as it will be one you will never forget.
Alice from AMG Osteo Clinics is an ex
professional athlete who understands first-hand
how to treat and prevent sporting injuries. To
find out more about how Alice, Osteopathy and
Acupuncture can help you visit the website:
www.amg-osteo.com
email alice@amg-osteo.com for more details
or call 020 8941 6999

Two Oceans Ultra Marathon 2016 –
and parkrun round the world

I first visited South Africa, for work, in 1999. While I was there I
ran a half marathon in Cape Town and I was amazed to meet a
group of runners wearing Stragglers vests, but in different
colours. It turned out there was a local Stragglers club and I am
pleased to discover that they still exist!
https://www.facebook.com/stragglersathletics/.
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My second trip was in 2004 when Alan Pemberton and I ran the
Comrades Marathon. For those of you who don’t know, this is the
world’s most famous ultra-marathon, started in 1921 to commemorate
fallen “comrades” of the First World War. It is about 90K, with over
10,000 runners, and was one of the best, if hardest experiences of my
life. Spurred on by this, I entered London to Brighton in 2005 and,
together with Dave Cowley and Peter Kennedy, we won 2nd team prize
for the Stragglers. This was a completely different, rather lonely
experience, where runners (about 100 finishers) were outnumbered by
marshals.
After this I was injured and decided that ultras were just too extreme.
However, I had heard great reports about Two Oceans, from Dee Smale
and others, and it has always been at the back of my mind that I might
run it one day. This year the opportunity arose as several parkrun
people, including Tom Williams and Paul Sinton-Hewitt, were running
it. I am a non-executive director of parkrun and we had an
international conference in Cape Town the week before Two Oceans, so
that people could run it if they wished.
The build up to the race was perfect. We were steeped in running and
surrounded by runners from Tuesday to
Saturday, at the parkrun conference. I was
fortunate enough to spend time with three of my
running heroes. First was Dave Moorcroft, once
world record holder for 5,000 metres, in a time of
13.00.41 in 1982. This stood as a world record for
three years and a British record for almost 30
years. He has always been a fantastic supporter
and advocate of parkrun and he was at the
conference as an observer.
Second was Bruce Fordyce,
who is perhaps the best known runner in South
Africa. He won Comrades eight years in a row,
which is extraordinary, and he was a prominent
anti-apartheid protester. He is now country
manager for parkrun South Africa.
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Finally, we had a guest talk from
Professor Tim Noakes, author of The
Lore of Running, my favourite running
book. He was talking about diet,
having become an advocate of high fat,
low carbohydrate diets, in complete
contrast to the chapter in his book! He
explained that he had changed his
views after seeing how often high carb
diets (with sugar as the prime culprit) led to obesity and diabetes. This
was really interesting and caused all of us to rethink old habits. All
three of these outstanding people were modest and humble about their
achievements and it was a real privilege to meet them.
There were about 20 of us at the conference, including country
managers from UK, Ireland, South Africa, Australia, France, Russia,
Italy and New Zealand. Writing this in a week when parkrun is all
over the UK news pages because of the controversy at Little Stoke
parkrun in Bristol, it was wonderful to hear about the growth of
parkrun across the world. Although I am now a Wymondham first
claim runner, I remain a paid up second claim Straggler, and I am
really proud of the role that the club played in those early days.
Duncan Gaskell and Jim Desmond, in particular, put in a great deal of
work alongside Paul Sinton-Hewitt, and it was Jim who set up the
second parkrun, on Wimbledon Common. Members of the Stragglers
have run more parkruns than members of any other running club in
the world.
We finished the conference on Friday and on Easter Saturday, at 6.30
in the morning, in the dark, with light rain; I stood on the starting line.
I was looking forward to it as much as any race I have ever run,
especially after such a great build up. My training had gone well
without illness or injury but I wondered how my nearly 60 year old legs
would react to the distance and hills, as I had not run as far as this
since 2005, for the race is 56K, about 35 miles.
The atmosphere was fantastic. It is the second main race in South
Africa after Comrades – indeed it was founded in 1975 as a preComrades training race. Over 10,000 runners started but I did not find
it crowded as they use seeding pens, like London Marathon, based on
previous race times. I was not at all sure what pace to run. My last
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marathon was 3.14 and I decided that sub 5 hours was a reasonable
target. There are different medals for sub 4, sub 5 and sub 6 hour
times, with 7 hours as the brutal cut-off after which they will not let
you finish. The sub 5 medal is the Chet Sainsbury medal, named after
their long-term Race Director who sadly died of cancer this year.
So I aimed to run under 5 hours but the course profile is unusual,
which makes pace judgement difficult. The first half is completely flat
and the second half contains two substantial hills, climbing to 250
metres. Fortunately they had a large 5 hour pacing group. I met up
with them after about 1 ½ hours and decided to run with them all the
way, as the lead pacer clearly knew exactly what he was doing.
The organisers claim it is the most beautiful marathon in the world
and it is hard to argue. The Two Oceans in question are first the
Indian Ocean, which the route touches briefly, before climbing up a
shoulder of Table Mountain (Chapman’s Peak Road), and the Atlantic
Ocean. The views were stunning, both downwards to the coast and
upwards to the rocks of the mountain. One feature of the race is that
all runners wear numbers on the back of their vests as well as the
front, showing the number of times they have previously run the race.
I found this really helpful.
On several occasions I saw that runners in
front of me had run it 5 or maybe 10 times,
so we chatted and I asked them about what
was ahead of us. The pacer was brilliant.
He ran the downhills much more gently
than I expected, or would have done on my
own, explaining that this was essential to
avoid cramp and other muscle problems
later on. He also made sure we stopped to
take on enough fluids, and we had short
walking spells on the later, steeper hills.
Another unusual feature was that flat
Coca-Cola was available at all water
stations, as well as Powerade. I had come
across this at Comrades and knew it had
worked for me. So I ran the whole race on
water and Coca-Cola, with no gels.
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The pacing group speeded up a bit and finished in 4.51. I was happy to
let them get ahead as the last 10K was almost all downhill and I still
felt comfortable. I finished in 4.53, and was delighted to get the sub 5
hour Sainsbury medal. I can honestly say I enjoyed it as much as any
race I have ever run, with the scenery, the camaraderie en route, and
the wonderful sense of achievement afterwards. Incidentally, the best
time of the six of us parkrunners who ran Two Oceans was Matt
Shields, the country manager for Ireland and Northern Ireland. He
ran a staggering 4.30 and took the silver medal in the M60 category.

These are some of the people in the photo, we don’t have all their
names!
Back Row (l-r) Jo Sinton-Hewitt, Andrew Lane, Paul Sinton-Hewitt –
parkrun founder (centre of photo), Tom Williams – parkrun’s Chief
Operating Officer (far right), plus parkrun country managers from New
Zealand, Italy and Ireland.
So, what have I learned from the week that might be of interest to
other runners?
Here are six thoughts:
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1. If you can run a marathon in under 4.15, you will certainly be
able to run Two Oceans in under the 7 hour cut off, on the same
total mileage in training as for a marathon.
2. I recovered more quickly than after a marathon, surprisingly. I
can only think this is because I was running at about a minute a
mile more slowly, with less impact on the legs.
3. The longest run I did in training was 22 miles. Again, perhaps
surprisingly, this was plenty.
4. I did run more long runs than I would usually do for a marathon:
about 8 runs of around 20 miles in the last 3 months. I think this
greatly helped my endurance in the race.
5. Flat Coca-Cola is less sickly than sports drinks! Yes, really.
6. Cape Town is a wonderful place for a once in a lifetime holiday.
So do consider running Two Oceans as an alternative to, say, the
New York Marathon, or some other overseas adventure.

Andrew Lane
andrewghlane@gmail.com

Stragglers & Ranelagh Junior
Running Group
This month sees the return of the summer junior handicap, now
under its new name of Stragglers and Ranelagh Junior Running
Group, co-organised by the Stragglers and Ranelagh Harriers.
What is it?
A 2k course, the Stragglers hosted events consist of 4 laps of the grass
outside the Hawker Centre. Participants are given a start time
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depending on previous performance. First time runners are given a
start time based on their age.
When is it?
Thursday evenings, see the dates below. Arrive at 7 pm for a 7:30 start.
To enter please register online HERE (This link gives full event rules).
2016 Dates
Thu 21 April – hosted by Stragglers
Thu 19 May – hosted by Ranelagh
Thu 9 June – hosted by Stragglers
Thu 23 June – hosted by Ranelagh
Thu 14 July – hosted by Stragglers
Thu 1 Sept – hosted by Stragglers

Straggler Profile: Peter Kennedy –
Green Belt Relay Race Director
When did you take up running and what
made you choose running as a sport?
I did a bit of track running at school, but
after that didn’t really do much until I
was well into my 30s.

When did you join the Stragglers and
how did you hear about us?
I joined Stragglers because I ran
sometimes with Andrew Lane in
Richmond Park, and he talked me into
joining his 2005 Green Belt Relay team.
So I specifically joined to do the GBR. I
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then fell in love with cross-country racing with Stragglers and also
served on the committee for a few years.

Do you have a favourite race or race experience?
I love racing in all its forms and all races have their unique special
points. My best ever race was the 2006 GBR, which our team won, and
as an overall experience, the Stragglers JOGLE in 2011 was
unbeatable, even if I think my own contribution was poor. I also have a
special fondness for the time I did the South Downs marathon with my
dog Monty and he got his own medal from Mike Gratton.

What attracted you to becoming race director of the Green Belt Relay?
In short, the GBR is my favourite ever race, my favourite weekend of
the year, and I love being a part of it. I started helping Sean Davies
with the GBR in about 2009, course marking and also updating the
race maps and instructions. Sean, Lynda, Pat, James and others had
set up a brilliant process, and to be honest I haven’t changed much of
that, but it was time for a new team to take up the reins.

What can a first timer expect of the event?
Part adventure race, part road trip, part pub crawl. Expect sore legs, a
slight hangover, and a bunch of lifelong friends.

When not running or involved in running events what can you be found
doing?
My new sporting love is marathon kayaking, which I started last
October, and I recently completed my first Devizes to Westminster race
with my stepson Ollie. It’s a little easier on the legs and is something
that I can also do with my wife Alex and our vast collection of children.
It also involves a lot of running too, carrying a big heavy boat on muddy
river banks. This is all partly inspired by another kayaking Straggler,
Andrew Wallace, who has been a source of enormous support in the
scary process of learning a new sport.
My personal bests are all from the 2006 season, when I did 17:06 (5K),
35:55 (10k), 1:16:50 (half) and 2:54 (marathon). I think my best
performance though were all in cross-country races, not road races, and
the hillier and muddier, the better.
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How to Fuel a Big Race
One of the perks of endurance events, be it cycling or
running or a combination of events, is that you can
legitimately enjoy carbohydrates, particularly in the run
up to an event.
It's always a good idea to practice strategies before an event rather
than trying something unusual on race day and in theory some extra
carbs will help longer training runs too. Done right it can be beneficial
to your performance and optimise your endurance. Done wrongly and it
can cause you problems on the day.
Your body uses glucose as its primary energy source in endurance
events but your body can only store a limited amount of energy as
glycogen in the muscle and the liver; optimise the stores and you will
optimise your energy and ultimately endurance. If you’ve ever started a
long run well but found yourself running out of energy, your pre-race
diet preparation could
be to blame.
The aim is to increase
the carbohydrate
content of your diet but
not to increase the
overall energy intake of
your diet. This means
primarily increasing
the carbohydrate while
decreasing the fat in your diet. You may notice a small weight gain as
glycogen is stored with water so try to limit overall weight gain
by resisting the temptation to increase overall energy intake.
Two to three days before your event you should aim to increase the
carbohydrate content of your intake, as high as 8-10g/kg/day. This is a
huge amount and not always easy to achieve in practice, especially with
any pre-race nerves which may limit your appetite. Increasing your
carbs even a little will be helpful, particularly if you usually limit
carbs.
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There’s no need to become label-obsessed, you can start with some
simple strategies. For example, you could have bigger carbohydrate
portions and include juice at mealtimes. Or you can include
carbohydrate rich snacks between meals; malt loaf, toast, crumpet with
honey, fruit smoothie, yogurt, custard, rice pudding, porridge pots are
all good choices. Include a bedtime snack if you can and make sure
you’re up early enough to have a good carbohydrate-based breakfast.
As carb-loading is just for a short period, instead of the usual advice of
high fibre carbs which promote satiety, make use of carbohydrate-dense
food like sugar, sports drinks, jam and lower fibre fruits.
Remember that glucose uptake is most efficient after exercise, so
optimise carb intake after your final training sessions with extra
snacks of even sports drinks.
After all your long hours of training, make sure your body is properly
fuelled to keep you running till the finish!
If you’re interested in gaining more detailed nutrition advice: email
a.swancott@btinternet.com

Abbie Swancott

The Straddlers:
Devizes to
Westminster kayak
marathon, 2016
Having been a runner all these years,
I decided to try something new, so my
stepson Ollie and I bought ourselves a
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racing kayak last October with a view to competing in the famous 125mile Devizes to Westminster race at Easter. We’d both done a bit of
paddling, but not in racing boats. We went out most weekends on
various canals and sections of the Thames, supported by my wife Alex,
and little by little we got better at it. We entered a race in February
called the Waterside C, in which (like most marathon debuts) we learnt
plenty of very painful lessons. We were helped all along by the
Stragglers’ Andrew Wallace, a keen kayaker and DW-veteran, who was
a constant source of wise advice and also led us on a trip down the
Tideway during training. This is the story of what happened.
Day 1: 34 miles, Devizes to Newbury: Race day at last.
We push off at 9:30 from the wharf in Devizes on a lovely sunny Good
Friday morning. It’s nice to be underway after all the warm pre-race
buzz and the kit checks, and our boat, which felt so temperamental and
unstable last October, now feels steady and sleek.
Ollie sets a nice easy pace – our aim is to get to Pewsey (11 miles)
feeling like we’ve hardly started, and generally our plan is an
unambitious one; the Waterside C taught us plenty of hard lessons
about poor pacing, portaging and stowage (we dropped a kit bag down a
sluice at one point) and a sense of awed respect for the proper racers.
It’s a long, lock-free slog with quite a lot of debris in the water, maybe
from cutting vegetation on the bank. Owe a beer to the bloke on the
bank who advised us to “bounce” the boat to get rid of it when it gets
stuck, and later we see lots of others doing the same. A few quick
singles come past us with a brief greeting but generally it’s so quiet it’s
easy to relax and tick along, with the only real issue being the
occasional aggressive swan. We stop one by one for a quick drink and
a Mars bar, natter a bit, and Pewsey eventually comes in to view bang
on target after two and a bit hours. We go past a barge called “The Life
of Brian” and start whistling “Always Look on the Bright Side of Life”,
which we find sets our rhythm quite nicely.
Another three or four miles of flat and then the first locks. There’s no
water in one stretch so we have to carry, which is actually welcome as
my ageing legs and knees need a good stretch after the long paddle.
After the fourth one we can see the tunnel ahead. In the Waterside C I
got completely disorientated in the tunnel and couldn’t paddle, but this
time I’ve prepared with some eyes-shut sections and it seems quite
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easy. Someone has even hung up some tinsel about half way along,
which makes us laugh, and I break into a chorus of “The Light at the
End of the Tunnel (Is the Light of an Oncoming Train” by Half Man
Half Biscuit, which echoes nicely on the walls.
Then we’re onto the Crofton Flight, seven locks over a mile or so, and
there are more sections with no water, so we carry the boat at a slow
jog – it gets heavy very quickly; the boat is about 22 kg but it’s got all
our emergency kit in too. Then Alex is there at the last one to give us
some flapjacks and change our drinks, pointing out that we’re already
twenty five minutes ahead of plan. Her Cambridge coxing experience
makes her unerringly good at giving sustenance, advice and
encouragement quickly and effectively. We’re getting on to half way
here and feeling pretty good as we head along; we’ve done this section
three times before in training so it’s easy to judge pace and distance.
It’s weirdly quiet at this point – we go for at least an hour without
seeing any other boats at all – and very pleasant blue skies and clear
flat water. It gets a bit busier again as we get to Hungerford and catch
up with some of the slower junior doubles and canoes, and it’s fun to
exchange greetings with marshals, dog-walkers and barge drivers as
we go along. Our portages now are quite good too; in the Waterside C
race we were overtaking boats on the water and then losing a minute to
them while we gingerly got out and in our boat, so on our last training
outing we just got in and out perhaps twenty times each lock until we
could do it properly. Now we’re overtaking boats at portages.
The last few miles are tougher as the boat starts getting heavy at the
portages but our speed stays steady. We’re daftly expecting to finish at
the same place as Waterside C, so the finish before that takes us by
surprise a bit, and poor Alex misses it too. We’ve sneaked under 7
hours and are chuffed with a good day’s work, thank the marshals,
carry the boat across the field, and get some dry clothes on, then off
home for a vast plate of macaroni cheese by the fire. The juniors have
to camp on site, which makes me feel cold just thinking about it, while
the seniors do the whole thing non-stop in a gruelling overnight slog.
We’re doing the easy luxury version of the DW and we very much
appreciate that.
Day 2: 36 miles, Newbury to Marlow: We’ve sneaked into a later start
category than expected by finishing under 7 hours, so get an extra half
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hour in bed and drive back to Newbury, pick up our boat, re-stow the
kit, and we’re off again. We’re almost immediately onto the River
Kennet with a bit of flow which speeds us up noticeably, and its weird
sliding round sharp bends and dealing with the current. Also, the
calm of yesterday is gone and we’re surrounded by other paddlers – at
Aldermaston it’s four abreast with plenty of feisty jostling at the
narrow bits and portages. It’s all mostly good natured but enjoyably
chaotic, like a cross-country race start.
We get talking to a guy in a single with a distinctive long red beard and
an impressive brimmed hat; he’s done this a few times before, and (like
other paddlers) is much happier in the wet grey wind today than in the
calm sunshine of Friday. He tells us that we’ve already done the
hardest bit, that Marlow is more than half way, and just how much fun
the final run into Westminster will be – “the best thing you’ve ever
seen”.
Then Reading starts appearing, and there’s a very fast-flowing, twisty
and blustery section right through the middle of the shopping centre
with a good crowd of people cheering, and some awkward portages
around weirs where we need to wait our turn, so we use the time to get
some Mars bars in. Then round a corner and out into the Thames,
which after the narrow canals feels like being at sea. A quick portage
here to get some flapjacks, and then onto the river.
The mood all changes here. We can't hear each other that well and the
water is much more choppy and gusty. There's a good flow though, so
even where the waves kick up, we're still ticking along. Along
Dreadnought Reach, past Shiplake and then through a big crowd at
Marsh Lock before the Henley straight, where we ride the following
waves up the middle of the straight and increase our rate – as a rower,
it’s hard not to, especially as this was where Alex had her finest
moment. Some tougher moments as the river swings back round to the
east, but Marlow comes soon enough and we put a good sprint on to the
finish. Time is well under 7 hours again too. Alex exchanges a few
words with the race umpire about some unpleasantness with a marshal
earlier; she’s good at making her point without ever being aggressive,
and the problem is solved. Generally the marshals are very good and
have to put up with plenty of short tempers; one of them has a hi-viz
vest saying “grumpy marshal” in big letters, which gets a laugh every
time and dissolves any bad feeling.
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Bit of a walk back to the car here. Feeling weary but can see that we've
got good pace and can handle the weather, and we get an early night
feeling good. It’s tough to sleep though after these long paddles; the
heart rate bounces all over the place, the head is overloaded with
thoughts, and you feel like you’re still in the boat. Some nurofens keep
the swelling and aches down, but my fingers and hands are starting to
struggle.
Day 3: 38 miles, Marlow to Teddington: Marlow looks nice in the
morning sun and we chat with some familiar faces as we wait for our
start. The first stretch is OK but we're expecting trouble on the long
southerly stretch past Maidenhead (we have the map of the river up on
our wall at home). We try and stay relaxed and handle it well, but its
hard work for this early in the race, and the gentle drifting of Friday
seems long gone. Then we're on our home waters past Bray and
Windsor, where Alex gets us over to the bank for a quick snack as the
clouds start getting very black indeed. Past Eton bridge the thunder
starts, and as we paddle up to Romney Lock there’s a gale behind us
and a heavy downpour. The ginger guy with the beard is struggling a
bit in his single kayak and we exchange a few words. Over the lock it’s
properly tough; the river bends south and we’ve got vicious crosswinds;
we tuck right into the bank against the Windsor Castle gardens with
their polite “keep away” signs, and all the other boats do the same. It’s
so windy that branches are being torn off too. Once it’s obvious we can
handle the wind, it becomes fun; our first (and only) training capsize
was in a crosswind here, but really as long as we don’t both try and
lean over the same way it’s a fairly stable boat, and we can handle it.
The storm subsides a bit as we head past Runnymede and towards
Staines, but after Staines there’s a straight long enough for the waves
to build up, and they’re crashing over the bow. It’s fairly steady wind
now and we just keep ploughing through it; some of the canoes are
struggling here, but generally it’s striking how everyone just gets on
with it. A few frightening wobbles, and I have to focus hard on just
looking at Ollie’s lifejacket and paddling, but we get to Chertsey and
swing round to the east and it gets easier again.
The end starts feeling closer and we paddle with the growing conviction
that we’re going to do this. Past Walton Bridge we get another crack of
thunder and an even bigger storm than before – big hailstones rattling
against our heads and banging on the boat’s hull and a fierce wind
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directly behind us – easy as long as we hold tight to our light paddles.
It makes a beautiful effect – there’s a haze over the surface of the water
kicked up by the hailstones, and over that we can see the boats ahead
of us seeming to float on the mist. Alex pops up on the bank here for a
final round of flapjacks and Ribena, then we’re over Sunbury lock and
then Molesey and Hampton Court, and now I’m on a stretch where I’ve
steered my sculling boat hundreds of times, and every tree, house and
barge is familiar. We slack off a little here as the arms and hands are
getting sore, and also because we want to just enjoy it a bit. Through
Kingston, past my rowing club, up to the lock (the very last one!) and to
the finish at Thames Young Mariners, where I first learnt to kayak ten
years ago. Hauled into the bank by some marshals – we’ve got big
grins on our faces here as we know we’ve done it. The rest – the
procession into Westminster – is the fun bit, no matter what the
weather.
Day 4: There is no Day 4. We’ve just finished planning our final day,
agreeing what to do if we capsize or if we have to assist another crew,
and set our alarm clocks for a 3am start when the organisers call;
Storm Katie is blowing in and we have to cancel the race. One second
we’re in full excited pre-race mode, next instant we’re finished, and it’s
an odd mix of crushing disappointment and some relief. We knew the
weather was going to be tough (Cambridge’s women effectively sank in
Sunday’s boat race in weather much like what we’d seen in Chertsey)
but we were pretty sure we could do it.
We get up at 6:30 instead to drive to Teddington to pick up our boat
and medals, stopping twice to clear branches off the road – this is a
proper storm and they made the right call. Quick chat with Totti, the
race umpire, who gives us our medals and a hug, then pick up our boat
and walk it to the car, saying hi to all the now-familiar faces we’ve
chatted to along the previous 108 miles of paddling. There’s a sense of
anti-climax, but we feel we’ve given it a good go, and we’ve deserved
our medals.
All of a sudden I can’t even bend my hands any more, the open sores
are feeling nasty, and I really, really need to sleep. We spend the day
tucked up by the fire watching films, eating, and putting all the photos
together that Alex has taken along the way, and we’re already thinking
about the next one. We all want to see the big flotilla into
Westminster. Ah well.
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So all in all, a wonderful experience. Shoulders, back, arms, butt and
legs are all worn out, I have some open blisters, and still can’t fully
bend my fingers or put my wedding ring back on, but it’ll all clear up in
a few days. We struggled to fit in the training between illnesses, work,
school and holidays, but we did just enough, improved steadily
throughout the race, and had wonderful support from Alex, and I’m
itching to give it another go.

Peter Kennedy

Brighton Half Marathon – race report
28 February 2016
Before joining Stragglers two years ago, most of my races
were the big city events.
Nowadays, I tend to run most of my races at the more local running
club events. However, the one big city race I return to every year (2016
being my sixth and fifth consecutively) is the Brighton Half Marathon.
The reason I enjoy this race so much is the fast flat course and the huge
support along the entire route. As always I arrived early and took
advantage of the efficient park and ride system (at Brighton
racecourse). This year they had made some changes which seemed to
result in longer queues to get into the car park. The start and finish
area of the race is on Maderia Drive by Brighton Pier. The biggest
criticism of the race in previous years has been that the start area
being too cramped. I believe the race organisers have continued to
improve this each year. However, they are limited by the amount of
space available, so this does result in quite a long walk from the
baggage drop to the starting pens.
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This year Sally Gunnell started the race amid a lot of confetti. I was
targeting a sub 90 so set off at a good pace. Midway round I was aware
that I was running ahead of my target pace. However, as I felt strong, I
continued. The final three miles are along the Esplanade and were into
a head wind on the day, but by then I was telling myself that I only had
a parkrun to go!
I crossed the line in 87.42, a three
minute PB, so I was exhausted, but
delighted.
I would thoroughly recommend the
Brighton Half Marathon to anyone as it
is a flat course and its timing is perfect
for a tune up race for those running
spring marathons. The one piece of
advice I would offer would be to arrive
at the race village early.

Dan Greenslade

Wymondham 20…

The Race and the Two Guide Experiment
Wymondham 20 has become an annual fixture in my race
calendar.
I’ve written about the race and the town in previous Stragmags – see
March 2015’s edition – so I won’t repeat the same level of detail. By
way of an overview though it’s everything we have learnt to love about
club organised races. The field is small – around 300 – and the
atmosphere is as friendly and welcoming as any race I’ve run, both
from those competing and the army of marshals laid on by organising
club Wymondham AC.
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The race begins and ends in the town but for the most part its run on a
two lap circuit of quiet, scenic country roads. The traffic is so light it
feels as if the roads have been closed for our benefit, I’d estimate no
more than 30 vehicles past me during my run.
There are a couple of small inclines to deal with, at around miles 6 and
14 on the circuit, and again at 19 as runners head back into the town,
but they cause no great alarm. Once the finish line is crossed the race
HQ has an array of cakes that even I find slightly overwhelming.
My time for 2016 was 2:31:01, a personal best for the distance of over 2
minutes. Most pleasing was that my fastest mile was well into the
second half of the race, showing that I have a good base of endurance as
I near the beginning of another marathon build up.
This is my fourth visit and on all but
one occasion other Stragglers have
joined me. The trip was first done in
2013 a short time after Andrew
Lane (you’ve already read about his
adventures in South Africa)
relocated to Wymondham. On the
other three occasions Andrew has
been my guide runner in this race,
usually ahead of us going on to a
marathon together. However not
unreasonably eight days after
completing a 35-miler, he was
unsure if his legs were ready for the
full distance, and so the other half of
what is regularly referred to on
Thursday nights as “the Simons” –
Simon Brazil – travelled up to share the guiding.
Running with two guides during a race is something I’ve only tried a
couple of times but am keen to do more. In the 2011 London Marathon
Simon B and Jim Desmond ran the full distance with me. In Brighton
Marathon (2014) Andrew and Peter Kennedy did half each, Andrew ran
to the halfway point where Peter was waiting on the side of the road
ready to jump in.
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The advantages to this are many. It means one guide doesn’t need to
train for a longer race, or can support me around their own marathon
commitments, as Andrew often does. Changing a guide at half way also
helps me break a longer race up into psychologically easier segments.
In Brighton I treated running with a new guide as if I was starting a
new race. This was very nearly my downfall as I increased my pace
from a responsible 7:50 miling with Andrew to the frankly rather
foolhardy 7:15 with Peter. It should be stated that this was entirely of
my own doing, my intention had been to attack the second half of the
race, but with a fresh pair of legs alongside me I do need to work on my
self-control. Despite this arguably reckless approach I still believe that
third quarter of Brighton, where Peter also tried to make me dance to
the various sound systems we ran past, was the most fun I’ve had in
any of my six marathons. It paid off two as I dropped back to a more
sensible pace after a few miles and finished with what at the time was
my second fastest result for 26.2 miles.
In Wymondham I experienced a similar injection of pace brought on by
a fresh runner alongside me. Again this was deliberate on my part, but
the more I experiment with the two guide strategy, the better I become
at controlling the enthusiasm a change of running partner brings.
My next marathon is the Thames Meander in August – you’ll have read
Nigel Rothwell writing about this in the last issue of Stragmag. With it
being so local I’m intending to run with at least two guides here,
possibly even three.
And having improved my time for 20 miles each year at Wymondham
I’m planning to return in 2017 to take on the 2:30 barrier. It would be
great to have some more Straggler company for this race I’m sure many
would enjoy as much as I do.

Simon Webb
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Future Races
April
 Thu 21: Stragglers & Ranelagh JRG – Stragglers’ hosted

May








Sun 1: Richmond Half Marathon
Sun 8: Sutton 10k
Sun 8: Ealing Eagles 10k
Sun 15: Staines 10k
Thu 19: Stragglers & Ranelagh JRG –Ranelagh hosted
Sat 21-Sun 22: Green Belt Relay
Thu 26: Stragglers monthly handicap

June









Sat-Sun 4-5: Welsh Castles Relay
Sun 5: Dorking 10
Thu 9: Stragglers & Ranelagh JRG – Stragglers’ hosted
Sat 11: Mob match v Ranelagh at Crane Park parkrun
Sun 19: Richmond 10k
Thu 23: Stragglers & Ranelagh JRG – Stragglers’ hosted
Sun 26: Harry Hawks 10
Thu 30: Club 10k

July





Thu 14: Stragglers & Ranelagh JRG – Stragglers’ hosted
Sat 16: Elmore 7
Sun 24: Elmbridge 10k
Fri 29: Wedding Day 7k
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